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I created this handout for my advanced statutory and regulatory research course (which is a 7-week, 

pass/fail specialized legal research course).  Three of the seven weeks are devoted to administrative 

law.  This chart summarizes the topics and resources we cover over those three weeks, with special 

attention to WestlawNext and Lexis Advance and federal government web sites. 
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FEDERAL ADMINISTRATIVE LAW – RESEARCH STRATEGIES CHART 

If you need to… Then you should… 

Find a regulation when you are starting with a statute… 

 
On WestlawNext, 

 Context & Analysis tab (while viewing the statute); OR 

 Citing references (for the statute) > limit by Regulations 

 
On Lexis Advance, 

 Use “Jump to…” drop-down menu while viewing the statute > Research References & Practice Aids 
 
Use the Parallel Table of Authorities and Rules 

 FDSys > Code of Federal Regulations > Related Resources column (on the left) 
 

Find a regulation (or regulations) on a particular topic… 

 
On WestlawNext, 

 Regulations Plus Index (begin typing CFR Index into the search box and select it when it arrives) 

 
On Lexis Advance, 

 Make use of Browse > Browse Topics (top of every screen), and narrow to the topic for which you’d 
like regulations; get documents; limit results to Administrative Codes & Regulations (this strategy 

may require searching within results for key words) 
 

Make sure you have the most current version of a regulation… 

 
On WestlawNext, if a regulation has been revoked or removed, it will receive a red KeyCite flag; other 

changes are not indicated by flag, rather information contained in <  >; if nothing listed, note the “Current 
Through” information for the regulation, then make use of the e-CFR and daily issues of the Federal Register 

to get you through the day you are researching. 
 
On Lexis Advance, retrieving the regulation by citation will present you with two results, the regulation 

currently in force and the one that will be in force (as well as the date that will happen).  You are also alerted 
to a new Source Note in the regulation’s Shepard’s report (via a link to Legislative History (top left)); if 

nothing listed, note the “Current Through” information for the regulation, then make use of the e-CFR and daily 
issues of the Federal Register to get you through the day you are researching. 
 

Make sure a regulation is still “good law” in the eyes of a court… 

 

On WestlawNext and Lexis Advance, make use of KeyCite and Shepard’s, respectively, to determine adverse 
judicial treatment. 
 

Locate a regulation in effect at a particular point in time… 

 
Make use of archival/historic versions of the CFR on WestlawNext, Hein Online, or FDSys.  Historic codes 

are forthcoming on Lexis Advance 
 

Locate a regulation that has been removed or renumbered… 

 
Make use of historic List of Sections Affected (LSAs) available on FDSys, end-of-CFR-title LSAs, and current 
LSAs until you determine what happened to the regulation. 
 

Find comments on proposed regulations… 
This is a good use of regulations.gov.  While not all agencies are required to use this website, a substantial 

number of them do.  If regulations.gov fails, agencies are likely to devote space on their web sites to post 
comments (but there is no guarantee they will keep them over time). 

 



If you need to… Then you should… 

Understand the purpose behind why an agency chose to create a 

new rule or amend an existing rule, and understand what 
comments were made and how the agency addressed them… 

 
This is the purpose of a regulatory preamble.  To locate a regulatory preamble, you must know the Source 

Note of the regulation for which you need the preamble.  WestlawNext and Lexis Advance have historic 
coverage of the Federal Register, so you likely shouldn’t need to venture beyond these sources.  Alternative 
options are the Federal Register on Hein Online and FDSys. 
 
Further, some agencies post major final rules as they appeared in the Federal Register so that the preamble 
information is available. 
 

Understand how an agency implements regulations or provides 
instructions on how affected individuals can comply with the 

regulations… 

 
This is the purpose of a guidance document.  The best place to find guidance is the agency’s web site.  

Westlaw, Lexis and Bloomberg Law also make some guidance materials available, but likely only *major* 
pieces of guidance. 
 
The University of Virginia web site devoted to agency decisions also provides links to agency guidance 
documents (and similar agency publications).  Google search:  administrative decisions uva 

 

Determine what the agency’s rulemaking priorities are for the 

future… 

 
This is the purpose of the Unified Agenda (UA).  The best place to find the UA is either FDSys or 

Reginfo.gov. 
 

Determine whether an agency has been given the power to 
adjudicate violations of its regulations… 

 
This power will likely be identified in the enabling statutes creating the agency. 
 
It is also possible to examine the agency’s website for information on how it handles hearings.   
 
A secondary source, such as the United States Government Manual in describing the agency’s mission may 

also describe its hearing and appeal structure. 
 
Browsing the agency’s regulations in the CFR will also clue you in as to what rules apply to hearings. 
 

Locate an agency’s administrative decisions… 

 
WestlawNext and Lexis Advance allow you to pre-limit your search to these materials (Westlaw through the 
link on the homepage; Lexis through Browse Sources). 
 
The University of Virginia also maintains an excellent web site for agency decisions available on agency web 
sites (Google search:  administrative decisions uva) 

 
For historic coverage, Hein Online has a separate library for administrative agency decisions. 
 
A non-exclusive list of agency decision reporters may be found in The Bluebook in Table T1.2 (19

th
 ed., pp. 

218-228) 
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